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Waves excited at a free surface in a half-infinite isotropic nonlinear elasic medium
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In nonlinear elastic equations, there exist two kinds of simple waves, i.e., Non-Coupled and Coupled Simple
Waves which are alias named nonlinear P and S waves, respectively. Nonlinear equation used in this paper is of
second order with respect to displacement and, as the result, used stress is also of second order. A used model
is a two-dimensional one. The used stress condition is truely nonlinear instead of quasi-linear, where the latter
is usually solved by use of perturbation procedure. In the model of a half-infinite elastic medium, the nonlinear
stress-free surface condition is, as the first approximation, separated into three branches of stress conditions in the
case of a direct-hit earthquake. For the incidence of Simple (nonlinear) Waves on the free surface, the reflected
waves are evaluated for the above three branches of condition. The energy expression is then obtained in a weakly
nonlinear case (the elastic constants associated with higher order terms are negligibly small). Among three branches
of condition, the first one is a condition which causes ordinary reflected waves similar to P and S waves in a linear
theory. The other two are conditions which produce retarded reflected waves with slow velocity near the free surface.
As the result of the retardation, high energy flux occurs along the free surface. This high energy causes a large
disaster on the occasion of large earthquake. When nonlinear P wave is retarded near the free surface, Rayleigh-type
nonlinear wave appears along the free surface. The wave is then propagated at a velocity a little less than that of
linear S wave. This behavior indicates the generation process of Rayleigh wave. These results are obtained by use
of truely nonlinear stress condition at the free surface instead of quasi-linear one based on perturbation procedure.

1. Introduction
Various kinds of studies concerning nonlinear waves in

solids have been carried out in nonlinear field. The works
done in this field are summarized and discussed elaborately
in the volumes edited by Jeffrey and Engelbrecht (1994) and
Engelbrecht (1997).
In the model with a boundary surface, the nonlinear reflec-

tion from there will cause phase shifts resulting in possible
narrowing or broadening of the pulse (Engelbrecht, 1983).
In the similar manner, the transmitted wave is also affected
(Litvin and Tsvankin, 1987).
In the case of a stress-free boundary surface, nonlinear

Rayleighwaves are discussed by somany researchers, for ex-
ample, Taniuti and Nishihara (1977), Jeffrey and Kawahara
(1982), Parker and Talbot (1983), and Engelbrecht et al.
(1988) among others. Much of them are treated in the quasi-
linear case by using perturbation procedures and so on. In
this paper, the generation possibility of nonlinear Rayleigh
waves is examined in the case of truely nonlinear surface
condition.
Other than these studies, the biggest concern in the present

study is the generation of the excitedwaves at the free surface
in a nonlinear elastic medium.
In the present paper, the surface stress condition is treated

in a truely nonlinear form instead of quasi-linear one (per-
turbation procedure). Nonlinear stress conditions are, in this
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paper, decomposed by use of a characteristic of direct-hit
earthquake. We find then slow velocity solution near the
free surface. Such slow velocity causes high energy concen-
tration near the free surface.
In the previous papers (Momoi, 1990 and 1992; these pa-

pers will be referred to papers A and B, respectively), we
described two kinds of Simple Waves in a nonlinear elastic
medium, that is to say, Non-Coupled Simple Wave (only a
longitudinal component) and Coupled SimpleWave (a trans-
verse component accompanied by a weak longitudinal com-
ponent).
In a paper entitled “Simple Waves characterizing wave

propagation in a nonlinear elastic medium” (Momoi, 1999;
this paper will be referred to paper C), we have found that
these Simple Waves are dominant waves in the field of a
nonlinear elastic medium. It is then found that, as the first
approximation, even complex waves can be analyzed as com-
positewaves consistingof several fragments of SimpleWaves.
Using this concept, we shall develop the theory in this paper.
In this paper, using these Simple Waves as incident and

reflected waves in place of consecutive nonlinear waves, we
shall analyze the response of nonlinear waves to the truely
nonlinear boundary conditions at the free surface in a half-
infinite isotropic elastic medium. This point is decisively
different from other works cited in the foregoing parts. In
this study, the problem is limited to the two-dimensional case.
In the development of the present theory, a dissipation term

is not contained in the governing equation. The existence
of that term in the nonlinear equation makes the problem
so complicated that the solution of the equation cannot be
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obtained so easily. Therefore, the mathematical treatment
concerning dissipation was not tried in this paper. That will
be a remained problem in the future. However, dissipative
effects are still dominant. Most of energy excited near the
free surface is dissipated as energy of destruction near the
free surface.

2. Used Model
As shown in Fig. 1, we shall use a two-dimensional model.

x and z are the components of the Cartesian coordinates,
where x- and z-axes are rightward and downward positive,
respectively. The free surface is situated along the x-axis. u
and w are the displacement components in the direction of
x- and z-axes, respectively. In the later development of the
theory, these u and w will be appropriately replaced by u1
and u3, respectively. In Fig. 1, θi , θr N and θrC indicate the
incidence angle of the incident Simple Wave, the reflection
angles of the reflected Non-Coupled and Coupled Simple
Waves, respectively.

Fig. 1. Used model.

3. Stress and Boundary Condition
In a nondissipative thermoelastic isotropic solid medium,

the energy function is expressed by three invariants associ-
ated with stress as follows (Bland, 1969).

En = λI 21 /2 + μI2
+AI3/3 + BI1 I2 + C I 31 /3, (1a)

where λ, μ, A, B,C are elastic coefficients, I1, I2, I3 are the
tensor invariants which are expressed as

I1 = U1 +U3, I2 = U 2
1 +U 2

3 +U 2
5 /2,

I3 = U 3
1 +U 3

3 + (3U1U
2
5 )/4 + (3U3U

2
5 )/4,

with UJ (J=1 to 6) being expressed

Ui j = (1/2)(1 + δi j )UJ ,

Ui j = (ui j + u ji + ukiuk j )/2,

under Voigt Notation {i j=J }
{11=1, 22=2, 33=3, 23=4, 13=5, 12=6}.

In Ui j expression, duplicate k in ukiuk j indicates a summa-
tion over k = 1, 2, 3 and

δi j : Kronecker delta, ui j = ∂ui/∂x j .

The same development on energy function is done in the
previous papers A and B.

Elastic coefficients in expression (1a) will be used in a
form normalized by μ as follows.

Lm = λ/μ, Am = A/μ,

Bm = B/μ,Cm = C/μ. (1b)

The stress tensor is relatedwith energy function as follows.

Si j = ∂En/∂ui j . (1c)

Taking the terms up to second-order of u and w, we have
the following expressions in the two-dimensional case.

S11/μ = g1u
2
x/2 + f1u

2
z/2

+uxv
2
p/v

2
s + f2uzwx + f1w

2
x/2

+Lmwz + g2uxwz + g2w
2
z /2,

S33/μ = Lmux + g2u
2
x/2

+ f1u
2
z/2 + f2uzwx + f1w

2
x/2

+g2uxwz + v2
pwz/v

2
s + g1w

2
z /2,

S13/μ = uz + f1uxuz + wx + f2uxwx

+ f1uzwz + f2wxwz,

S31/μ = uz + f2uxuz + wx + f1uxwx

+ f2uzwz + f1wxwz, (1d)

where

f1 = 2 + Am/2 + Bm + Lm,

f2 = 1 + Am/2 + Bm,

g1 = 6 + 2Am + 6Bm + 2Cm + 3Lm,

g2 = 2Bm + 2Cm + Lm,

ux = ∂u/∂x, uz = ∂u/∂z,

wx = ∂w/∂x, wz = ∂w/∂z,

and vp (later used) and vs are the velocity of linear P and S
wave, respectively.
In the case of a weakly nonlinear elastic medium (Lm �

Am, Bm,Cm), the above expressions become

f1 = 2 + Lm, f2 = 1,

g1 = 6 + 3Lm, g2 = Lm, (1e)

where weak nonlinearity signifies that third order terms are
negligibly small in energy function (1a).
In practice, analytical reduction will be carried out later in

the weakly nonlinear case described in (1e) in order to make
easy the physical interpretation about the phenomenon of the
wave propagation (for better visibility of physical feature).
The boundary conditions at the free surface are given by

vanishing of normal and tangential stresses on that surface,
that is,

S33/μ = 0, S13/μ = 0, (1f)

where {S33/μ, S13/μ} are given by (1d).
In this paper, the development of the theory will be made

under a particular condition of a direct-hit earthquake. A
direct-hit earthquake implies that the incidence angle of the
incident wave is small, so that the wave front of the waves is
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considered to be nearly parallel to the free surface. Therefore,
we can put, as the first approximation,

ux = 0, wx = 0, (1g)

i.e., derivative of u andw with respect to x is zero. Then (1f)
is reduced to

S13/μ = uz(v
2
s + v2

pwz)/v
2
s = 0,

S33/μ = v2
p(u

2
z + 2wz + 3w2

z )/(2v
2
s ) = 0,

where the coefficients (1e) are usedwhich are associatedwith
a weakly nonlinear elastic medium.
By solving the above two equations, these conditions are

separated into the following three branches of boundary con-
ditions.

[I] uz = 0, wz = 0,

[II] uz = 0, wz = −2/3,

[III] uz = ±(2v2
p − 3v2

s )
1/2vs/v

2
p,

wz = −(v2
s /v

2
p), (1h)

where {u, w} indicates the total wave described in (2f) given
later.
Among the above three pairs of conditions, the first con-

dition [I] refers to that in the case of a linear elastic theory,
while the last two [II] and [III] conditions are those that are
produced from nonlinear terms of stress expressions. The
latter two cause nonlinear effect on the reflected waves, par-
ticularly excitation of waves at the free surface.

4. Simple Wave
By use of the stress expressions described in (1d), funda-

mental equation is given by

ρ∂2ui/∂t2 = ∂Si j/∂x j (i = 1, 3),

where ρ and t are a density of a medium and a time variable,
respectively.
These equations are expressed as, in one-dimensional case

(x direction),

ut2 = ux2v
2
p + 3uxux2v

2
p + v2

pwxwx2,

wt2 = ux2v
2
pwx + uxv

2
pwx2 + v2

swx2, (2a)

where

ut2 = ∂2u/∂t2, wt2 = ∂2w/∂t2,

ux2 = ∂2u/∂x2, wx2 = ∂2w/∂x2,

ux = ∂u/∂x, wx = ∂w/∂x, 0

and the coefficients (1e) are used.
In order to further simplify the above equations, we shall

use the coordinates {tr , kr }moving at a velocity vr , i.e., {tr =
vr t, kr = vr t − x}. This transformation is very familiar and
frequenly used in the field of pure physics on nonlinear K-dV
equation or Schrodinger equation (for example, Hazewinkel
et al., 1995).
Following the above procedure, Eqs. (2a) are transformed

and then the derivative term with respect to time tr is put to

zero, since we are treating the wave propagation moving sta-
tionarily at a constant velocity vr in this paper. Furthermore,
integrating these equations with respect to kr , we have

ukr Vpm − 3u2krv
2
p/(2v

2
s ) − v2

pw
2
kr/(2v

2
s ) = 0,

−ukrv
2
pwkr/v

2
s + Vsmwkr = 0, (2b)

where

Vpm = (v2
p − v2

r )/v
2
s , Vsm = 1 − v2

r /v
2
s ,

ukr = ∂u/∂kr , wkr = ∂w/∂kr ,

SolvingEqs. (2b) in the caseof aweaklynonlinearmedium
(using (1e)), we have

(i) Non-Coupled Simple Wave

u = (2kr1Vprv
2
s )/(3v

2
p), w = 0, (2c)

Vpr = (v2
p − v2

r1)/v
2
s , kr1 = vr1t − x,

where vr1 is a velocity of Non-Coupled Simple Wave.

(ii) Coupled Simple Wave

u = (kr2v
2
s Vsr )/v

2
p,

w = sw(kr2vsW
1/2
r2 )/v2

p, (2d)

Wr2 = v2
s (2 + 2Lm − Vsr )Vsr ,

Vsr = 1 − v2
r2/v

2
s , kr2 = vr2t − x,

where vr2 is a velocity of Coupled Simple Wave and sw is a
double sign ± associated with w.
Later, the displacement components {u, w} used above

will be appropriately replaced by the form u=ueJ andw=u f J

with suffix {J = i N , iC , r N , rC}.
Simple Waves mentioned above are associated with the

propagation along the x-axis. In practice, the incident or
reflected waves are obliquely incident on or reflected from
the free surface, so that the above Simple Waves must be
converted into the expressions associated with the axis di-
rected toward the propagation of incident or reflected waves,
respectively.

(a) Case of Reflected Non-Coupled Simple Wave
In the coordinates after the clockwise rotation of the axes

{x, z}with angleπ/2−θr N (seeFig. 1), newaxes {xerN , x f r N }
are obtained, where the xerN -axis runs toward the propaga-
tion direction of reflected Non-Coupled Simple Wave. New
expressions in the new coordinates are given by the replace-
ments,
x = xerN , z = x f r N , u = uerN , w = u f r N

in the expression (2c), where {uerN , u f r N } are the displace-
ment components of the reflectedNon-Coupled SimpleWave
associated with the coordinates {xerN , x f r N }, respectively.

(b) Case of Reflected Coupled Simple Wave
In the coordinates after the clockwise rotation of the axes

{x, z}with angleπ/2−θrC (see Fig. 1), newaxes {xerC , x f rC}
are obtained, where the xerC -axis runs toward the propagation
direction of reflected Coupled Simple Wave. New expres-
sions in the new coordinates are given by the replacements,

x = xerC , z = x f rC , u = uerC , w = u f rC
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in the expression (2d), where {uerC , u f rC} are the displace-
ment components of the reflected Coupled Simple Wave as-
sociated with the coordinates {xerC , x f rC}, respectively.
Suppose that (uJ , wJ ) are the displacement components

of Non-Coupled (J = r N ) and Coupled (J = rC) Sim-
ple Wave in the absolute coordinates (x, z), respectively.
(uJ , wJ ) are expressed as

uJ = SJueJ − CJu f J ,

wJ = CJueJ + SJu f J , (2e)

SJ = sin θJ ,CJ = cos θJ , (J = r N , rC)

where the suffix (eJ, f J ) implies that a letter J is replaced
by r N or rC like (er N , f r N ) etc.
The total wave is expressed as, like that in a linear case

(see later comment),

u = uI + urC + urN ,

w = wI + wrC + wr N . (2f)

In the above, (uI , wI ) are the displacement components of
an incident Non-Coupled (I = i N ) or Coupled (I = iC)
Simple Wave, respectively, which will be given later. As for
urN , wr N , urC and wrC , these expressions are given by (2e).

Some mention is made here about the validity of the linear
sum of incident, reflected Non-Coupled and Coupled Simple
Waves as mentioned above. Since we are treating nonlin-
ear waves, such a simple sum of each wave component is
considered to be impossible, since the coupling terms are
generated in the original nonlinear equation. In the case of
Simple Wave, such a worry does not occur. The expressions
of Simple Wave are linear combinations with respect to t, x
and z (see (2c) and (2d)), while each term of the original non-
linear equation has a factor of second derivative with respect
to t, x and z, that is, ut2, wt2, ux2 and wx2 (see (2a)). These
second derivatives become zero, so that both sides of orig-
inal equations also become zero. Therefore, the expression
(2f) of the total wave always satisfies the original nonlinear
equation.

5. Energy Flux Density of Reflected Wave
Let dErnx , dErtx , dErnz and dErtz be the energy flux den-

sity of reflected waves (designated by suffix r ) in the normal
and transverse direction (suffix n and t , respectively) on x-
and z-plane (suffix x and z, respectively). These energy den-
sities are expressed as

dErnx = S11r urt , dErtx = S31rwr t ,

dErnz = S33rwr t , dErtz = S13r urt , (3a)

where
urt = ∂ur/∂t and wr t = ∂wr/∂t

with
ur = urN + urC , wr = wr N + wrC (3b)

(total reflected wave)

and {S11r , S33r , S13r , S31r } being stresses (1d) associatedwith
the total reflected wave (3b).
Let dErx and dErz be the total energy flux density of the

reflectedwaves in the direction of x- and z-axes, respectively.
These expressions are given by

dErx = dErnx + dErtx ,

dErz = dErnz + dErtz . (3c)

By use of the above expressions, we shall evaluate the
energy flux density of the reflected waves in the following
sections for each incidence of Non-Coupled or Coupled Sim-
ple Wave.

6. Case of Incidence of Non-Coupled SimpleWave
6.1 Incident Non-Coupled Simple Wave
In the coordinates after the counter-clockwise rotation of

the axes {x, z} with angle −π/2+ dθi (see Fig. 1), new axes
{xei N , x f i N } are obtained, where the xei N -axis runs toward
the propagation direction of incident Non-Coupled Simple
Wave. In Fig. 1, θi = θi N , where θi N is the incidence angle
of incident Non-Coupled Simple Wave. New expressions in
the new coordinates are given by the replacements,
x = xei N , z = x f i N , u = uei N , w = u f i N

in the expression (2c), where {uei N , u f i N } are the displace-
ment components of incident Non-Coupled SimpleWave as-
sociatedwith the coordinates {xei N , x f i N }, respectively. That
is to say,

uei N = 2Vpiv
2
s (vi N t − xei N )/(3v2

p),

u f i N = 0, (4a)

Vpi = (−v2
i N + v2

p)/v
2
s ,

where vi N is a velocity of the incident Non-Coupled Simple
Wave.
Let {uiN , wi N } be the displacement components of the

incident Non-Coupled Simple Wave in the absolute coordi-
nates. These are expressed as

uiN = SiNuei N + CiNu f i N ,

wi N = −CiNuei N + SiNu f i N ,

SiN = sin θi N , CiN = cos θi N . (4b)

In the above, the incidence angle θi N is a small quantity, since
we are treating the case of a direct-hit earthquake, i.e.,

θi N = dθi N . (dθi N : a small quantity) (4c)

6.2 Procedure of analysis
In solving equations in the case of linear boundary prob-

lem, we usually introduce unknown factors attached in prod-
uct form in front of the terms indicating transmitted and re-
flected waves. In the case of nonlinear boundary problem,
such unknown factors are not introduced, but the velocities
of transmitted and reflected Simple Waves are used as un-
known factors. These factors determine the gradients, i.e.,
amplitudes of the transmitted and reflected Simple Waves.
In order to solve equations, we require more condition to

determine the reflection angle of the reflected waves. In the
case of seismic wave, the wavelength is usually long, so that
the wave front (the fragment of Simple Wave) has a long
train along the boundary. Therefore, we shall apply Snell’s
Law though the problem is a nonlinear one. In the case of a
half-infinite elastic medium, this law is given by

vr1/ sin θr N = vr2/ sin θrC = vi/ sin θi . (5)

at the free surface (z=0), where vi , vr1 and vr2 indicate the ve-
locities of the incident Simple Wave, reflected Non-Coupled
and Coupled Simple Waves, respectively.
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In this section, we are treating the case of the incidence of
Non-Coupled Simple Wave, so that vi = vi N and θi = θi N .
In the next section, the above relation will be used in the

case of the incidence of Coupled Simple Wave with substi-
tution of vi = viC and θi = θiC .

Now, the procedure of theoretical reduction will be de-
scribed here. The reduction was carried out by use of a
perturbation method.
Since we are treating the case of a direct-hit earthquake,

dθi N is small. When Non-Coupled Simple Wave is in the
interior of the elasticmedium far away from the boundary, the
wave is propagated at a velocity near that of linear P wave,
i.e., vi N ∼ vp, as shown in the previous work (numerical
result; Momoi, 1999). Therefore, Vpi is a small value.
First, dθi N andVpi are put to zero and the solutions {vr1, vr2}

are obtained as the first approximation.
A set of simultaneous equations is then made up by using

boundary conditions [I], [II] and [III] given in (1h) and Snell’s
law given in (5). Thereafter, these equations are solved with
respect to vr1 and vr2, i.e., unknown velocities of the reflected
Non-Coupled and Coupled Simple Waves.
As the second approximation, {vr1, vr2} are obtained by

introducing a perturbation terms {dvr1, dvr2} and using the
original boundary condition (1f). This original boundary
condition then involves the terms associated with ∂u/∂x or
∂w/∂x (�= 0). The solutions are obtained up to the terms of
first or lowest (higher than first) order of {dθi N , Vpi }.
Through the above-mentioned reduction, the nonlinear ef-

fect of the surface stress condition is wrapped in the velocity
expressions {vr1, vr2}.

By using the velocities vr1 and vr2 obtained above, we can
obtain the explicit expressions forNon-Coupled andCoupled
reflected waves from {(2c), (2d)}. Furthermore, the explicit
expressions for the components of energy flux density can
be obtained from (3c).
The above-mentioned procedure of reduction was carried

out by use of computer algebra. In order to make clear the
physical interpretation, all the development of the theory was
made in the case of weakly nonlinear medium, i.e., (1e).
Now the results of the reduction will be given in the fol-

lowing for each case associatedwith the boundary conditions
[I], [II] and [III] in (1h).

6.3 Reflected waves in the case of incidence of Non-
Coupled Simple Wave

The energy flux density of the incident Non-Coupled Sim-
ple Wave, dEiN is, first of all, evaluated.

dEiN = (4V 2
piv

2
sμ)/(9vp), (6a)

By using the above energy density, the energy flux density
of reflected Simple Waves is normalized and the order will
be evaluated.
Case [I], [II] and [III] in the following are the discussions

associated with [I], [II] and [III] in boundary conditions (1h).

Case [I]
vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

dvr1 = Vpiv
2
s /(2vp), dvr2 = 0,

dErx/dEiN = 0,

dErz/dEiN = −1, (note suffix z). (6b)

The total energy is reflected toward the inside of the medium.
No excited wave is produced. The term “excited” signifies
that the energy flux density of the reflected wave is greater
than that of the incident one. This case corresponds to that
in a linear elastic medium.

Case [II]
vr1 = dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

dvr1 = V 1/2
pi vs, dvr2 = 0.

dErx/dEiN ∼ dθi N/Vpi ,

dErz/dEiN ∼ 1/V 1/2
pi . (6c)

When dθi N is small (near epicenter), the energy ratio
dErx/dEiN , the first expression in (6c), is small. As dθi N in-
creases, this energy ratio becomes large due to the existence
of small Vpi in the denominator.
The energy ratio dErz/dEiN , the second expression in

(6c), indicates that the excited up-down motion occurs over
all range of dθi N .

The above energy concentration is caused by the slow
velocity of the reflected Non-Coupled Simple Wave, i.e.,
vr1 = dvr1. Similar slow velocity will be frequently found
in the Cases [II] and [III] in the subsequent sections.
The above slow velocity occurs as a solution of the tru-

ely nonlinear boundary stress condition instead of a linear
or quasi-linear one. This point is decisively different from
the problem in the linear or quasi-linear case and a very im-
portant finding in this paper. The waves due to this small
velocity is a clutter near the free surface, most of which is
dissipated as a destructive force in the nonlinear case. Some
of them is considered to correspond to evanescent factor (ex-
ponential part) of Rayleigh-like wave near the free surface
in the case of linear theory. Virtually, some solution of small
velocity has a possibilty of a trigger to make Rayleigh-type
nonlinear wave occur along the free surface, which will be
discussed in the later section.

Case [III]

vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = dvr2,

dvr1 = Vpivs/(2(2 + Lm)1/2),

dvr2 = dvr2Nvs/(6(1 + 2Lm)1/2

(2 + Lm)1/2Lm).

dvr2N = ∓3dθi N (1 + Lm) ± 31/2F1/2
n ,

Fn = dθ2
i N fa1 ± fa2dθi N Vpi + fa3V

2
pi ,

fa1 = 3(1 + Lm)2,

fa2 = 16(1 + 2Lm)3/2Lm(3 + Lm),

fa3 = 2(−1 + Lm)Lm(1 + 2Lm).

By taking significant terms, normalized energy flux den-
sity then becomes

dErx/dEiN ∼ Na1/Vpi + dθi N Na2/Vpi ,

dErz/dEiN ∼ Nb1 + dθi N Nb2/Vpi , (6d)

where Na1, Na2, Nb1 and Nb2 are functions with respect to
Lm and vs , respectively.
The first term of the energy ratio dErx/dEiN in (6d) is

always large irrespective of dθi N due to the existence of only
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small Vpi in the denominator. The second term, expressed as
dθi N/Vpi , of dErx/dEiN and dErz/dEiN in (6d) becomes
large as dθi N increases, though this ratio is small when dθi N
is small (near epicenter).
The above concentration of energy near the free surface is

caused by the slow velocity of Coupled Simple Wave, i.e.,
vr2 = dvr2.

7. Case of Incidence of Coupled Simple Wave
7.1 Incident Coupled Simple Wave
In the coordinates after the counter-clockwise rotation of

the axes {x, z} with angle −π/2+ dθi (see Fig. 1), new axes
{xeiC , x f iC} are obtained, where the xeiC -axis runs toward
the propagation direction of incident Coupled Simple Wave.
In Fig. 1, θi = θiC , where θiC is the incidence angle of in-
cident Coupled Simple Wave. New expressions in the new
coordinates are given by the replacements,
x = xeiC , z = x f iC , u = ueiC , w = u f iC

in the expression (2d), where {ueiC , u f iC} are the displace-
ment components of the incident Coupled Simple Wave as-
sociated with the coordinates {xeiC , x f iC}, respectively. That
is to say

ueiC = v2
s Vsi (viC t − xeiC)/v2

p,

u f iC = sIW
1/2
Pi (viC t − xeiC), (7a)

WPi = v2
s Vsi (2v2

p − 2v2
s − v2

s Vsi )/v
4
p,

Vsi = 1 − v2
iC/v2

s ,

where viC and sI are the velocity and the double sign± asso-
ciated with the incident Coupled Simple Wave, respectively.
Let {uiC , wiC} be the displacement components in the ab-

solute coordinates. These are expressed as

uiC = SiCueiC + CiCu f iC ,

wiC = −CiCueiC + SiCu f iC ,

SiC = sin θiC , CiC = cos θiC . (7b)

In the above, the incidence angle θiC is a small quantity, since
we are treating the case of a direct-hit earthquake, i.e.,

θiC = dθiC . (dθiC : a small quantity) (7c)

In a procedure similar to that used in the case of the inci-
dence of Non-Coupled Simple Wave (the previous section),
we can obtain the energy flux density of reflected waves for
each boundary condition [I], [II] and [III] in (1h) in the case
of the incidence of Coupled Simple Wave (the present sec-
tion).

7.2 Reflected waves in the case of incidence of Coupled
Simple Wave

First of all, the energy flux density of the incident Coupled
Simple Wave, dEiC , is evaluated.

dEiC = 2v3
s (v

2
p − v2

s )Vsiμ/v4
p. (8a)

By using the above energy density, the energy flux density
of reflected Simple Waves is normalized and the order will
be evaluated.
Cases [I], [II] and [III] in the following are the discussions

associated with [I], [II] and [III] in boundary conditions (1h).

Case [I]
vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

dvr1 = 0, dvr2 = Vsivs/2.

dErx/dEiC = 0,

dErz/dEiC = −1. (note suffix z) (8b)

From (8b), the total energy is found to be reflected toward
the inside of the medium. No excited wave is generated.
This case referrs to that in a linear elastic medium.

Case [II]
vr1 = dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

dvr1 = f 1/2n V 1/4
si , dvr2 = vsVsi/2,

fn = −sI dθiC fv + 3v2
s V

1/2
si /2,

fv = 2(1 + Lm)1/221/2(3 + 2Lm)

v2
s /(2 + Lm).

By taking themost significant term, the normalized energy
flux density becomes

dErx/dEiC ∼ 1/V 1/2
si , (note suffix x)

dErz/dEiC ∼ 0. (8c)

Since Vsi is small, the above ratio is large, i.e., the excited
wave runs along the free surface. This excitation is caused by
the retardation of the velocity of the reflected Non-Coupled
Simple Wave, i.e., vr1 = dvr1.

Case [III]

vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = dvr2,

dvr1 = v1r1V
1/2
si ,

dvr2 = −dθi N sIv2r1 ± v2r2V
1/4
si ,

v1r1 = −3(1 + 2Lm)1/2(1 + Lm)1/2vs

/(2 · 21/2(2 + Lm)1/2Lm),

v2r1 = (1 + Lm)vs/(2(1 + 2Lm)1/2Lm),

v2r2 = f 1/2r t (2 + Lm)v2
s /(2Lmμ),

fr t = 4(1 + 2Lm)1/2(1 + Lm)1/221/2

Lmμ2/((2 + Lm)2v2
s ).

The significant terms of normalized energy flux density be-
come

dErx/dEiC ∼ dθiC fa/V
1/2
si + fb/V

1/2
si ,

dErz/dEiC ∼ dθiC/V 1/2
si , (8d)

where fa and fb are the functions with respect to vp and vs ,
respectively.
Since Vsi is small, the above ratios become large. There-

fore, in the present case, large energy trapping of the reflected
wave occurs at the free surface. This excitation of the wave
is caused by the retardation of the reflected Coupled Simple
Wave, i.e., vr2 = dvr2.

8. Generation of Rayleigh-type Nonlinear Wave
In the foregoing section, we obtained the three branches

of the boundary conditions [I], [II] and [III] in (1h). In the
development of the theory on the occasion of the evaluation
of energy flux density, we found that there exist the following
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types of the solutions for the above three branches. That is
to say,

[I] vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

[II] vr1 = dvr1, vr2 = vs − dvr2,

[III] vr1 = vp + dvr1, vr2 = dvr2, (9a)

where the above [I], [II] and [III] indicate the velocities, vr1
and vr2, of the generated Non-Coupled and Coupled Simple
Waves associated with the boundary conditions [I], [II] and
[III], respectively.
A Simple Wave (fragment of wave) is a transient wave

which changes with the time. After a short time, the incident
wave goes out and only the generated waves are left near the
free surface.
In this section, let us examine the possibility that thewaves

lingering near the free surface changes into Rayleigh-type
nonlinear wave after the incident Simple Wave ended. The
examination will be made for the above three branches of the
velocities.
The nonlinear stress-free boundary conditions are given

by (1f) with nonlinear stress expressions (1d). Though the
formof the stress conditions used in this section is completely
the same as that in the foregoing section, the displacement
expressions in this section are a little different from those in
the foregoing one. In this section, there is no incident wave,
so that the displacement expressions are given by

u = urN + urC , w = wr N + wrC (9b)

instead of (2f). In the above, {uJ ,wJ } (J = r N , rC) are
given by (2e).
In addition to the stress conditions, Snell’s law is required

along the free surface. That is to say,

vr1/ sin θr N = vr2/ sin θrC = vR, (9c)

where vR is a supposed velocity of Rayleigh-type wave. The
term ‘supposed’ indicates that such a velocity vR cannot exist
in some cases.
The procedure of the analysis is as follows. By using the

velocities given in (9a), the displacement expressions (9b),
the boundary conditions (1f) and Snell’s law (9c), we have the
simultaneous equations with respect to dvr1 and dvr2, where
first-order terms are retained. From these equations, we can
obtain characteristic equation with respect to vR . By solving
this characteristic equation, the existence of the solution will
be examined. The evaluation will be carried out in a weakly
nonlinear case where the approximation (1e) is used.
The following Cases [I], [II] and [III] are the discussions

associated with [I], [II] and [III] in (9a).

Case [I]
In this case, the characteristic equation becomes

f 2V vp + 4CrCCrNv2
Rv3

s = 0,

with

fV = v2
R − 2v2

s ,

CJ = cos θJ , (J=rN,rC)

As shown in the above, the left-hand side of the equation is
always positive. Therefore, there exists no solution vR satis-
fying the equation.

Case [II]
In this case, the characteristic equation becomes

(1 + (2dvr2vs)/v
2
R − v2

s /v
2
R)1/2 = 0.

Solving the above equation, we have

vR = vs − dvr2. (dvr2 > 0)

As found in the above, Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave ap-
pear along the free surface. The propagation velocity is then
a little smaller than that of linear S wave.
The ratio of energy flux density, dErx/dErz , is evaluated,

where dErx and dErz stand for the energy flux density (3c)
of the total displacement components (9b) in the direction of
the x- and z-axes, respectively. The evaluated result is

dErx/dErz ∼ 1/dvr1.

The above ratio is very large, since dvr1 is a small perturba-
tion term. That is to say, most of energy is directed along the
free surface.

Case [III]
In this case, the characteristic equation becomes

1 ± fc1 f
1/2
r t + fc0v

2
R = 0,

fr t = 2dvr1rvp − v2
p + v2

R,

fc0 = −(2 + Lm)/(2v2
s ),

fc1 = (1 + 2Lm)1/2/((2 + Lm)1/2vs).

By solving the above characteristic equation, it is found
that vR has only complex (not real) solution. Therefore,
Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave does not occur in this case.
Through the above evaluation inCases [I] to [III], only the

retardation of nonlinear P wave (Case [II], then vr1 = dvr1)
produces Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave. It must be here
noted that this generation of Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave
occurs in the case of truely nonlinear stress surface condition
instead of quasi-linear one (in such cases as Taylor expansion
of stress expression by small parameter, as treated by the
authors cited in the introduction).
Some mention is made here on the discussion in this sec-

tion. Thoughwe gave three branches of velocity components
[I] to [III] in the beginning of this section, these branches are
obtained from the concept such that the incident waves are
incident on the free surface at a small incidence angle, i.e., in
the case of direct-hit earthquake. Therefore, unknown type
of the velocity other than the above-mentined three branches
may be expected in the surface range apart from epicenter or
the outside of direct-hit range.

9. Summary
The basic concept of the analysis is based on the fact such

that nonlinear waves can be expressed as the combination of
several fragments of Simple Waves (previous study). In the
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present study, the incident and reflected nonlinear waves are,
therefore, given by Simple Waves.
In a nonlinear elastic medium, the expression of stress

is of nonlinear form with respect to displacement. In due
course, the expression of stress condition at a free surface
becomes nonlinear with respect to displacement in a model
of half-infinite elastic medium.
On the occasion of the incidence of nonlinear waves on

the free surface, several branches of reflected waves are gen-
erated by nonlinear stress condition.
In this paper, the treatment is based on second order non-

linear stress and further limited to the case of a direct-hit
earthquake. The restriction of ‘direct-hit’ signifies small in-
cidence angle of the incident waves upon the free surface. In
addition to the above condition, weak nonlinearity of the
medium is assumed, where elastic coefficients associated
with third order terms are negligibly small in energy func-
tion. This procedure make easy the physical interpretation
of the results.
Under these conditions, the surface condition is separated

into three cases (branches). The first one is a conditionwhich
generates reflected waves with a velocity near that of P or S
wave in the linear theory. The other two are conditions which
usually generate retarded waves with a slow velocity. These
retarded waves are the most important finding in this study.
The last-mentioned retarded waves produce high energy flux
along the free surface. This feature causes large disaster at
the free surface on the occasion of large earthquake. Most
of energy is then dissipated as energy of destruction near the
free surface.
Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave appears along the free sur-

face. The propagation velocity along the free surface is then
a little slower than that of linear S wave. The above Rayleigh
wave is produced only in the case where nonlinear P wave

is retarded along the free surface.
It is noted that the above findings of the slow velocity and

Rayleigh-type nonlinear wave are obtained by use of truely
nonlinear stress condition at the free surface instead of quasi-
linear one based on perturbation procedure.
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